released in pairs at
intervals throughout the
year. Trials will continue
to be released when
available. Two new
editions are included and
we hope you will find this
new system beneficial.

Summer 2005

Dear collector,

Welcome to you all and to our new
members’ who have joined us during
the spring.
It is hard to believe that we are
already more than half way through
the year and we fully understand the
meaning of ‘time waits for no one!’ With
only a couple of weeks remaining before
our ‘open day’ we are
very busy creating new
designs and
techniques.
Several of
these will be
completed for
the ‘open day’
and we will
have
photographs
available as soon
as possible.

Sunset Cranes TRIAL

Columbine Vase and
Paperweight.
Just to update you regarding
the production of these pieces.
We will commence production during
the last week of August and you will
hear from us no later than the end of
September to arrange delivery.
‘Meadow’ 2005-2006 Collectors’ Club
Design.The completion of one members’
piece heralds the arrival of our new
design ‘Meadow’. Our continued
interest and fascination with trees
and landscapes forms this new
creation. The trees and foliage are
highlighted in silver leaf on a hyacinth
core with emerald green, opalin and
gold ruby. We hope you like this very
pretty design and as always we have
tried to make the price just as
attractive!

Reheat Treescape
TRIAL

2005 Limited Editions
Due to your ever
increasing requests for cameo and
grä al ‘trials’ it is quite hard to find
the right balance in producing both
‘trials’ and editions as we have
collectors’ who like to purchase both.
Our designs and cameo blanks are also
becoming increasingly more
complicated and are taking Jonathan
twice as long to carve. It also becomes
harder to make editions similar
because of the complicated techniques
that we use.
We also do not wish to increase our
delivery times. Therefore, we have
decided to produce only eight limited
editions each year and they will be

‘Meadow’ 2005-2006

Collectors
piece

15%

1

Discount on all orders of Studio
Designs.
We are pleased to inform you that we
have increased your discount on all
studio collection purchases from 10%
to 15%. Free of charge postage will still
apply to all mainland UK deliveries.

Collect It! Collectors’ Fair and Special
Commemorative Vase.
Collect It! magazine have organised a
specialist collectors’ fair, which will
offer a wide selection of contemporary
collectables including glass, ceramics,
pottery, silver, jewellery etc that will
take place at the NEC in October.
Collect It! have asked us to produce a
limited edition vase to commemorative
this new event. The design they have
chosen is an exclusive shape from the
new Eden collection, which can be
ordered directly from Collect It!
We will also be exhibiting at this two
day event on Saturday 22 & Sunday
23 October 10-6pm Hall 12 stand H2
in section two. Advance tickets and
further details can be obtained by
calling 0870 010 8626.

Reheat Sweet Pea TRIAL

Catalogue Update
We had hoped to include your studio
designs bound catalogue with this
newsletter but unfortunately the
printing company are behind with their
schedules. As we did not want to hold
up this newsletter we will send out the
catalogues as soon as we receive
them. In the meantime, if you require
any details or information please
contact us.

Trials based on a series of commissions
inspired by the Martin Brothers.

Happy Collecting!
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